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1 - part 1- One of the Heartless

It was a normal day to the very smart Yoshi. Until a dark and cruel day came to his planet Fruitopia. A
giant black ball struck Yoshi's home. Then when it crashed on his home a dark mysterious creature
came up and took one of the yoshi's heart. Then the heatless jumped to Yoshi and then did something
horrible. He took his box of donuts. Yoshi responded with a NOOOOOOOO! The heartless then ate his
donut's one by one the heartless ate them. Then yoshi ran away to cover because he knew those things
were too powerful for him to handle. But then Yoshi accidentally dropped his destruction remote the
heartless then grabbed it and destroyed many buildings. One of them even had a yoshi in a kid suit on a
tricycle and had a lollypop and that yoshi then said, UGHHHH this isn't what it looks like. Then Yoshi
was then swallowed by the darkness. But then yoshi was then saved by a mysterious light it was a big
key but on the end of it was a egg and had a egg chain. Yoshi knew something had to be done…



2 - part-2

Yoshi then knew what he had to do. He had to stop all the heartless from trying to destroy his planet but
no matter what he did more and more would come out. Yoshi was then surrounded by the. But in a quick
flash everything disappeared and then Yoshi was gone from the quick flash of darkness. Meanwhile at
Shaman King Planet Lyserg and Yoh were in a fast round of a fight It too happened to the Shaman King
planet the heartless came up and swallowed it too but Yoh was mysteriously granted a big key. Then
they both crashed on the planet Metropolis other known as the planet where Sonic and Shadow lives.
Yoshi then he went around the place but at the same time Yoh woke up also. They both saw each other
and then Yoh said, ha what kind of hideous frog are you. Yoshi then said, what kind of evolved ape are
you? Then they both got in a fight. *1 hour later*.They both gotten sore from all the scratches and
fighting they then meet Shadow because he had to break them up. Then they made up and apologized
but then after they apologized a boss monster came it was a giant brain. They then had to get ready for
a fight…



3 - part-3

Yoshi, Yoh, and Shadow had to get ready for a fight that they'll never forget well for know that is. Yoshi
and Yoh already knew that they were the chosen ones for the keyblade but little did they know Shadow
had a keyblade also! Yoh's keyblade looked like his regular sword but with a ghostly touch. But
Shadow's on the other hand looked like a red and black powerful key. When here about to attack the
giant brain it attacked them with educational television!!! The gang was hurt badly from the boring
educational television all but Yoshi. What said the giant eyeball but how? Yoshi said, ha that won't me
because am smart. Yoshi then attacked him with egg shower which is a powerful attack when it's raining
eggs but those eggs are heavy and strong. The brain was severely damaged. Then Yoh got up and
attacked him with celestial slash the brain was now very weak from those two attacks. But now Shadow
attacked him with painful memories this attack is when Shadow launches a attack of peoples painful
memories and turn it to a ball and throw's it against the enemy. *2 hours later*. The monster was
defeated and then they all talked and Shadow told them that we three were the chosen ones for the
keyblade…



4 - 4

Shadow: u see u 2 r the chosen 1's for the last 2 keyblades known to existence.

Yoshi: we r!?!

Shadow: yes…

Yoh: all I can remember is that I was in a battle with my friend until a huge hole came and this blade.

Takeshi: hi everyone!

Yoshi: Takeshi what r u doing here!?!

Takeshi: I dun no but I don't care^^ !

Yoshi: )(

Yoshi: *kicks him to another planet*

Shadow: well that was a complete waste of time

Yoh: yup

Yoshi: well let's go 2 other worlds since we saved this world those heartless attack just about everything

Shadow: well ur right on that Yoshi.

Yoh: I agree on him on that

Yoshi: well good thing I built this ship in a box^^

Yoh: -_- why does this happen 2 us writer this is all dumb!!!

Me: well it's my story get along or else…

Yoh: or else what?

Me: this! *turns yoh's face into a fish*

Yoh: AAAAAGGGHHHHHH!!!!!!! Turn me back! I take it back! I take it back! I'm sorry!

Me: that's more like it. *changes him back*



Yoh: thanx

Yoshi: well I hope u learned ur lesson yoh.

Yoh: yeah. Never fight with the writer

Yoshi: yup.

Yoshi: lets go 2 the new planets

Shadow: yeah!

Yoh: yeah!

Yoshi: I call this ship…

Yoshi: the gummi ship

Shadow & Yoh: Oo

(when they land to the unknown planet)

?: hey what r u doing here!!!!!!

To be continued…



5 - part-5

Inuyasha: who are you? And what are you doing here!?!
Yoh: cool a human dog.
Shadow: don't be an idiot it's a demon
Yoh: oh…
Inuyasha: enough talk lets fight and give me your jewel shards! *attacks*
yoh: AGH! *gets hurt*
Yoshi: ok that's it! EGG SHOWER!!! *hits Inuyasha*
Inuyasha: gah! *covers his wound*
shadow: PAINFUL MEMORIES! *hurts Inuyasha*
Inuyasha: x-x
?: Inuyasha!
everyone: ?
Yoshi: who are you?
?: am Kagoma.
shadow: man women that skirt is too small put some pants on. *covers eyes*
Kagoma: *blush* *hits him*
shadow: owowow *covers his head*
to be continued……. sadly



6 - part-6

*later*

Yoshi: oh ok. So you guys are the good guys.

Kagoma: yes we are. And I hope you will be okay Inuyasha

Inuyasha: I went easy on them.

Shadow: sure ya' did.

Inuyasha: )(

yoh: ha ha *hold his wound*

Yoshi: so why you attack us?

Inuyasha: I thought you were a demon and demons usually have jewel shards.

Yoh: jewel what's?

Kagoma: jewel shards they are parts of the shekon jewel. They have enormous power on demons that
make them stronger a shard can double their power.

Yoshi, yoh, and shadow: OO!!!

Kagoma: I know it's startling and…

*heartless come and attack*
Yoshi: oh no!

Inuyasha: not these things again. WIND SCAR! *kills them* those things just wont stop coming!
Yoshi: those are heartless not demons they are dangerous!
to be continued…



7 - part-7

Inuyasha: so whats so bad about them they aren't so strong.

Yoshi: yeah but it numbers there powerful.

shadow: that true and sometimes form to make a powerful giant heartless.

Inuyasha: so what I fought giant cockroaches stronger then them.

Yoshi: don't underestimate them. They destroyed yoh's and I's planet.

Inuyasha: so what your planets are pathetic we are a lot stronger.

Kagoma: maybe we should listen to them Inuyasha. We cant…

naraku: Inuyasha…

Inuyasha: NARAKU!

naraku: Inuyasha you're a pitiful sight beaten by a hedgehog, frog, and a human.

Inuyasha: I went easy on them!

naraku: maybe your just becoming soft. So I might as well kill you right now. Heartless attack! *a giant
puppet like armor soldier come out*

Inuyasha: what the heck is that?!?

shadow: a giant heartless. I wonder what power this one may hold.

Yoshi: knowing the heartless its not ganna be easy.
to be continued…….



8 - part-8

Puppet: *gets out giant Ax*

Inuyasha: *grabs his sword out* BACKLASH WAVE! *hurls toward heartless*

puppet: *sucks it in*

everybody: !!!!!!

puppet: *spits it out with 6 times the force at everyone*

Inuyasha: aggghhh!!!!

shadow: guh…

Yoshi: aaaaaa!

naraku: hump this is quite amusing. I might as well make it even more fun. *throws most of his shards
into the heartless*

puppet: *eyes glow infer red* *more armor get on him and gets another Ax but even bigger*

Inuyasha: dangit….

everyone else: X-X

Inuyasha: WIND SCAR! *hits heartless*

heartless: *sucks it up again and hits him with 30 times the force*

Inuyasha: GAAAAAAHHH!!!!

yoh: there has to be a way to beat him… ! I know how everyone!
to be continued…



9 - part-10

Yoshi: well we are here what do we…

tele tubie: goo go ga goooo.

everyone: OO

yoh: everyone bach to the gummi ship now.

shadow: I agree…
*leaves*

Yoshi: lets never go back there.

shadow: I agree o.o

yoh: how bout that planet?

Yoshi: sure lets go in…

*a giant whale appears*

shadow: uh oh. o.o

Yoshi: brace yourselves!

*whale hits them to another planet*

everone: aaaaahh

yoh: *drinks a soda* aaaa ok back to screaming aaa!

everyone: *wakes up*

Yoshi: who are you guys?
to be continued….



10 - part-11

*ship lands*

yoh: what can this place be?

Yoshi: I don't know but look at that little bird.

Bird: hey buddy I am not small! Am just small boned!

Shadow: hm? This bird can talk.

Yoshi: cool, I didn't mean to be mean. Am sorry

Bird: its ok I guess.

Yoshi: ok, have there been strange things that happened on this planet?

Bird: nope, all except Kirby.

Yoh: who's Kirby?

Bird: hes that guy over there *points* he can swallow a weapon and he can turn into that kind of thing.

Shadow: sounds destructive. I think he may be a menace….

Yoh: he must be with that kind of power.

Yoshi: ok, I guess we should bring him down!

Bird: but wait you guy! *Yoshi, yoh, and shadow run to get him* oh no…

Yoshi: you!

Kirby: whale?

Shadow: prepare to be eliminated!

Sis: oh no! tuck he's being attacked!

Tuck: he is!

Sis: this cant be good! *throws a sword to him* suck it up Kirby!



Kirby: *swallows it and becomes sword Kirby* Whale!

Shadow: I guess that was true *gets in position with keyblade*

Yoh: yeah, at least this will be fun ^^ *gets in position*

Yoshi: this will be fun! *they all run towards Kirby*



11 - 12-a pink fight

Yoshi, shadow, and yoh:*hits Kirby*

Kirby: wale! *get hit towards the air* wale!!!!

People: happy birthday johny! *Kirby falls on the cake*

Johny: great…. He soiled the cake.

Yoh: celestial slash! *hits Kirby*

Kirby: wale ><!!!!!! *falls towards the ground all weak* wale….

Shadow:lets just finish this.

Yoshi: *nods* its time for you to stop your reing of terror in this land now shadow. *gives him a chaos
emerald*

Yoh: wait wait wait. Writer since when did we get a chaos emerald?

Me: well, you just did ok.so don't cry over it.

Yoh: ok, this is becoming to inconvenient for me so i-

Me: ok that's it *turns his head to a piece of bread*

Yoh: aa! Man. Well at least I don't have a fish hea- *birds are trying to eat his bread head* aaaa!!! Help!
Ok ok!!! I'll stop complaing!!! Just get rid of this head of a bread of mine.

Me: ok, *turns him to normal*

Yoh: thanx, I guess I should never get mad at the writer. Since he can control us and all.

Me: you bet. Like I can even do this

Yoh: *pees inside of himself* oh no! *blushes* this is embarrassing .

Me: ok, were getting off track of the story so go back to it!

Everybody: ok

Shadow: now prepare to die you pitiful thing! CHAOS SPEA-



Birdy: stoooop!!! Look Kirby *pant* he's not evil. He actually saves us from king de de de. Hes the one
that sends monsters and all.

Yoshi: oh so he's responsible

Shadow: wait so if he's your king why is he attacking you?

Birdy: well… I don't know. You have to talk to the people who made this show.

Yoh: well I don't think we have time for that.

To be continued….



12 - an encounter with Rachel

*meanwhile*

king de de de: *turns on t.v* now, tell me what new monsters you have that can destroy that Kirby.

Guy: well, we have these new creatures that are called heartless. They can steal people's heart. So
because of that it's pretty expensive.

King de de de: I don't are just give me them.

Guy: ok, were transporting some to you right now. But we even got a including with those heartless.
Were sending you our top monster control member.

King de de de: alright. Now we can surly clobber that there Kirby. *heartless and member get
transported* hmm… these heartless seem pretty good.

Scargoon: so what's your name?

Member: my name is Rachel…

King de de de: ok, Rachel now I want you to gather up these heartless and attack Kirby.

Scargoon: heres even a picture of him *shows*

Rachel: alright… *gathers heartless and runs towards him*

*back with our heroes*

Yoshi: so what are we ganna do about this king de de de?

Shadow: I don't know… seems were just ganna have to find him and destroy him.

Yoh: I guess… hey wait? Whats that over there? *Rachel starts running in fast speed*

Kirby: wale?

Yoshi: wait I think I see heartless behind her!

Yoh and shadow:*gasp*

Kirby: wa- *



Rachel: now! Heartless attack!!! *heartless are attacking Kirby*

Kirby: wale >o<!!!!

Rachel: die Kirby….

Yoshi: stop! What are you trying to do!

Rachel: ……

Yoh: what are you trying to accomplish by doing this?!?

Rachel: nothing…. Just doing orders…

Shadow: orders huh? Well you should try listening to your self! CHAOS!!!! SPEAR!!!!! *throws a chaos
spear at her*

Rachel: you think you can get me that easily? *dodges it and uses something to reflect it back*
shadow: wha? *gets hit by it* gah…. Uhg…

Yoshi and yoh: !!!! SHADOW!!!

To be continued….



13 - 13- we shall strike

Yoshi and yoh: SHAODW!!! *they both let out tear*

Yoshi: you're going to pay for this! We'll avenge shadow!!

Yoh: wait Yoshi. I think she's being controlled. It seems that she's being controlled

Yoshi: how's that

Yoh: if you look there's nothing but darkness also her shirt says “am being mind controlled”

Yoshi: oh… don't you think we would've noticed that earlier

Rachel: enough talk! Now prepare to perish ninja star!!! *throws a ninja star*

Kirby: wale!!! *sucks them all*

Yoshi and Yoh: huh?

Kirby: *becomes ninja Kirby* wale

Meta knight: it seems he has become ninja Kirby

Yoshi: dude? Where the heck did you come from?

Rachel: who cares! Prepare to die! *charges towards shadow*

Kirby: *gets in way* wale! *throws Rachel to wall*

Rachel: don't think so *breaks her throws towards the wall* don't think you will get me like that!!!!
*charges to Kirby*

Kirby: *opens his eyes and breaks an invisible thing on her head*

Yoshi Shadow and Yoh: !

Rachel: ugh…… what happened?

Shadow: *gets up and limbs* you were taken over by someone ugh.. *faints*

Yoshi: Shadow!



Yoh: do you know a hospital we can take him to birdy?

Birdy: yeah over there *points*

Yoh: ok, let me take him there Yoshi.

Yoshi: alright, come on Kirby you and me have to defeat that king.

Rachel: wait.

Yoshi: huh?

Rachel: let me help you. It's the least I can do.

Yoshi: alright C'mon hurry up then we have to fight that king.

*when they get there*

everyone: *breaks through door*

Yoshi: stop right there king de de de!

Sorry to be continued :3



14 - is he the unstoppable?

Just so you all know sometimes the way I tell these chapter may change the way I talk of them ok ^.~.

Yoshi then yelled “King de de de! You shall stop the reign of horror of this land for good!” after Yoshi
talked shadow then said “yes, king de de de! We will take you down!” *Kirby eating a pie* then Kirby
saying “…. Mal” Yoshi then charged towards king de de de. But right before Yoshi was going to hit him
king de de de jumped out of the way *opening his eyes* and saying “you think you can annihilate me!?!
You pathetic fool?!?” (he's talking like riku did when he possessed >> also his eyes are filled with
darkness) then king de de de ran with his hammer and attacked Yoshi Yoshi then screaming with agony.
Yoh yelled “Yoshi!!!!! King de de de. You need to find your light! You cant lose your heart to the
heartless! To many people have been killed like that!” shadow came up to him and said “yoh, am sorry
but his heart has been devoured by darkness…. We have no choice…” yoh nodded in a sad way. But
Yoshi getting up with pain “de de de…. I wont give up to you…. Ugh.” *he faints* Rachel then saying
“Yoshi! King you shall be annihilated!” as she screamed and throwing ninja stars. *de de de gets pinned
almost everywhere* then him saying “I cant get ridded that easily you know….” *makes ninja stars go
everywhere*



15 - he is defeated

*ninja stars about to hit everyone* but right before it I about to hit everybody Kirby comes and sucks
them all up and turns to ninja Kirby and him saying “wall” but then meta knight comes and says “he has
become ninja Kirby” yoh looked and said “again, where do you keep coming from?” *Kirby goes to king
de de de* but then king de de de says “don't think you can get me!” *grabs Kirby and throws him hard to
the wall and Kirby mumbling in pain “wall…” *king de de de come and is about to hit him with a hammer*
but Yoshi screaming “shadow we need you to do your special move!!!!!! Its our only hope!!!!” and
shadow knowing “yes, I shall. Now!!! Time for you to remember everything terrible!!!” *throws painful
memories to him* and king de de de rembers horrible things like when his mom made him wear big boy
unde's XD. *king de de de falls* then shadow saying “now time for you to perish.” *attacks king de de
de and him disappearing and his heart going away* “Yoshi” as shadow said “lets go” he nods and
everyone leaves the castle.



16 - good or evil?

Everyone walks out of the castle except shadow. *he gets out something* “sorry but I had to annihilate
him.” Then someone gets out of the walls of the castle “its ok, he was no more than a puppet. He
wanted to get more land and everything for himself. It should be recommended that you don't lets greed
and selfishness get the best of you” shadow looked at her and said “I know that is yet another reason
why those heartless haven't gotten me yet.”As he looked away after talking and the mysterious figure
disappearing into the darkness. Then shadow looking at a picture of someone “I swear I will get you
back no matter what the cost is” then after closing the locket that had the picture Yoshi says “Shadow
are you coming” shadow looks and says “yeah am coming” as he walked out of the castle.



17 - the locked heyhole

Then everyone went outside the castle. Yoshi then said “where's that keyhole?” shadow came up and
said wait? What's that?” as he pointed out to the sky. Yoshi saw and said “I think it's the keyhole” they
all looked at the sky. Rachel then saying “it's a lunar eclipse it must've come out because of the eclipse”
then all the keyblades pointed up to the sky and shot a green, yellow, and blue light. Then they all heard
a lock on the planet. Rachel look at them with a puzzled look and said “how'd you do that? And what is
with the lock sound?” Shadow looked at her and replied “these keyblades have the power to lock and
unlock things they can even lock worlds. So they can be protected from the heartless”



18 - a desserted world

As everyone left towards the gummi ship kirby came up and gave Yoshi, Yoh, Shadow, and Rachel a
book and saying “wale” Yoshi looked and said “thanks kirby. Ok everyone lets go to another world”
everyone looked at Yoshi and nodded. Yoh came up and said “ok, bye kirby!” then the gummi ship
blasted off. Rachel picked up a book and read it a bit. Yoh went to see what she was reading and asked
“what are you doing Rachel?” Rachel looked at Yoh and said “the book Kirby gave us. Also I think
theres a world right there” as she pointed out. Yoshi saw it and said “ok, then. Lets go!” he then turned
the gummi ship to the world and lands. Yoshi saw the place and so did everyone else. Yoh saying “man
this place is one heck of a dessert”



19 - its courage the cowardly dog!

Yoh: *looks* I don't see anything. But that small house

Yoshi: yeah, what do you think is out here?

Shadow: well I think this is boring lets go to the gumm- *sand heartless eats it*

Everyone: O.O!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Rachel: what's that in there? *points out something in the window of the house*

Shadow: it must be a heartless. I will destroy that house. PAINFUL MEMO-

Yoh: Shadow! Stop! There might be people inside!

Shadow: fine, *stops attack* lets do it the good way >>

Rachel: yeah yeah lets go in

*they walk inside*

Yoshi: lets all be careful *they all get out there hardest weapons*

Black figure: *looks and trembles. Then screams* AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Shadow: *runs with keyblade* DIE!!!!

Rachel: Shadow! It's a dog!!!!

Shadow: huh @_@? *trips and falls*

Courage: please don't tell me your evil.

Yoshi: *bends down* no were not what's your name anyway?

Courage: am courage.

Yoh: so what happened?

Courage: well I was with merial but then these black figure came and ate everything. Even merial *cry's
a tear drop*.



Rachel: that's said. But don't worry. We will get her back.

Courage: *looks at her* ok I guess… *walks up to the stairs to the attic*

Yoh: wait were you going?!?



20 - encounter with mean computer

Yoshi: *him and everyone follow him* what are you doing?

Yoh: I think he's using the computer. *looks at the screen*

Computer: of course he is you twit.

Everyone: O.O!!!!!!

Rachel: it can talk!?!

Computer: of course I can. I am much better than any other computer…. So let the cowardly dog keep
typing of what he's scared of.

Courage: T.T!

Yoh: wait did he call me a twit a second ago?

Courage: *types* big black things! Devour things to darkness. Swallowed merial *starts typing hard*
need her back!!!!!

Computer: ow! Don't type so hard. You see these things are heartless… now what they do is devour
anyone who has a heart. What attracts them is their darkness in their hearts. The stronger the light… the
stronger the darkness

Courage: oh no…

Shadow: don't worry, you cowardly dog. We'll get her back *gets keyblade* C'mon lets go.

Rachel: um shadow.

Shadow: yeah?

Rachel: we don't even know the first place to look >o<!

Shadow: o.o;

Computer: don't worry meatbags at least I know where she is. Luckily am not a twit….

Everybody: ToT!!!!!!!!

Computer: she's somewhere in a ship here.



Yoshi: a ship…. Hows that even possib- *a ship starts sailing by*

Yoh: ok….. I guess we should go now.



21 - in the ship

Yoshi: ok then lets all go.

Courage: wait!!!

Everyone: ???

Courage: I want to come with you all…. I have to save merial

Yoh: ok, then now let's go ^_^!

*in the ship*

Rachel: *everyone behind boxes* ok, there's two heartless over there keeping guard of that elevator,
then there's going to be an army of heartless when we get out of the elevator, after that we sneak
through the engine room, and finally we go to the captain room and save merial you got that?

Everyone: yeah

Courage: but couldn't we just…

Rachel: no! do it my way and it's the best way.

Courage: am goin my way. *starts walking away*

Shadow: well lets go!

Yoh: *throws a donut*

Heartless: O.o…. *catches it*

Yoh: now!

Rachel: *throws ninja stars and kills them*

Heartless: bluh!!!!! *die* X-x

Yoshi: easy enough… lets go to the elevator

Shadow: yeah, lets go. Not like theres anything bad in there.

Rachel: yup. Lets go through…*they all go inside*



22 - to the captains room!

*all walk out in agony*

Yoshi: *gasp* that's the last time I'll ever hear jazz, country, and rap become one in a song.

Yoh: yeah @_@

Shadow: I agree….

Army of heartless: *see's them*

Rachel:! Oh yes! Everyone get behind me *starts doing hand signs.

Yoh: wait what are you doing?

Shadow: quite Yoh she needs to concentrate.

Rachel: *finishes* now die you creatures! *a small black hole comes* now go to infinite space *the hole
swallows the heartless and pops*

Yoshi: was that from the book kirby gave you?

Rachel: yeah, errrr…. *makes a small trip*

Yoh: are you alright?

Rachel: yeah the black hole uses a lot of energy from you.

Shadow: ok, then wait here and we'll get you.

Rachel: ok

Yoh: we finished those heartless off so there cant be anything else that can danger you

Rachel: yeah, I guess so.

*they all go to the engine room*

Rachel: *a broccoli falls down next to her face* oh no! its too healthy!!!!! Get the healthyness away!!!!!!!



23 - an unknown figure walks in

Yoshi: ok, were almost out of the engine room.

Yoh: I hope so its too hot in here @_@

Shadow: don't worry were almost out.

*they get out and inside the captains room*

Yoshi: this should be it. Lets hack to there computer and….. *see's courage* hey wait? How'd you get
here before us?!?

Courage: I used the stairs…

Everyone: @_@;

Yoshi: now lets see how you can revive someone from darkness. Now it says- *hears someone walk in*
who's there!?!

???: me… your worst nightmare



24 - the kidnapping

As the mysterious figure walked up to them it showed the actual him. (It's Eustace) as he looked at them
he said “so you're with that stupid dog huh? Well now you shall perish!” as he then grabbed a giant
mallet and hit Yoh. Yoshi saw and screamed “YOH!!!!” but then he gotten Yoshi and Shadow with the
mallet. After he K.O'd them he saw Courage and said “your next you stupid dog” courage saw and ran
away. Eustace then put Yoshi, Yoh, and Shadow in a bag and ran away.



25 - find where they are at

after a long time courage found Rachel and tried waking her up. Rachel opened her eyes and saw
courage. And then she got up and asked “hey? Wheres Yoshi, Yoh, and Shadow?” courage looked
down and said “Eustace kidnapped them” Rachel fell silent and said “well…. Did you at least see where
he took them?” courage looked up at her and started to think then said “I think they went to the barn.”
She saw him and said “ok then lets go there.



26 - Courage gets his courage

*in the barn* they both went inside and looked around and courage say's “I don't see him anywe-”
Eustace then comes in and breaks through the wall his truck and he comes and says “hey! Ya' stupid
dog! Get out of here am ganna eliminate these pest!” courage looked up at him and nodded “I will not
give up I may be cowardly but the power of my love for merial gives me my courage!” courage then
started to take in breath and screamed on top of his lungs “AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!” the power of his lungs blew him away and him saying these last words “I will get ya' you
stupid doooooooog!!!!!” which then blew him into a bears cave. He looked at them and said “hey you
stupid bears get out of my cave” the bears got mad at him and then beat him up.



27 - shadow meets the mysteriouse figure again

*Yoshi, Yoh, and Shadow get out of bag*

Yoshi: whoa I didn't know courage can even do that

Yoh: yup, I guess your true power can come within

Shadow: yeah….

Courage: ye ha ha ha ha ha he. ^_^.

Yoh: wait what was the thing on how to return someone's heart from the darkness Yoshi?

Yoshi: oh no! I couldn't finish reading it all.

Courage: *gets depressed*

Rachel: *bends down* don't worry we'll find her and get her heart back. I swear we will get her back
courage.

Courage: *nods*

Yoshi: ok, then let's go to the gummi ship *heads off*

Yoh: ok, then let's go. *heads off too*

Rachel: let's go *runs*

Shadow: *walks slowly to the gummi ship and hears something* who's there?

???: shadow… we need for you to annihilate them.

Shadow: no, I can't even if I am evil. There my friends. And they'll find out that this keyblade is the evil
keyblade disguised as a normal one…..

???: ok, when they find out… come back to us… *disappears*

shadow: ok, black doom…



28 - the crash...

*about to leave*

Yoh: wait you guys we need to lock the keyhole!

Yoshi: oh shoots that's right!

Shadow: I think its over there! *points at windmill*

Yoshi: good *they all point at it*

*the windmill shows keyhole and they lock it*

Rachel: good work. Now lets go back inside. *they all go to the gummi ship*

*blasts off*

Yoh: *leans* so where do we go to now?

Yoshi: I don't know.

Rachel: uh oh *see's something*

Shadow: what is it?

Rachel: I think were ganna crash with that comet…

Yoshi: comet? *looks* O.O!!!!! oh shoot!!!

Yoh: Yoshi hurry and turn it!!!

Yoshi: it's to late were ganna get hit!!!!!

*they get crashed with comet*

Rachel: AAAA!!!!!! Am too young and beautiful to die!!!!!

*they all get pushed hard by it and into the unknown*



29 - saved by someone

Yoshi: *wakes up* ugh….. what happened?

???: hey, you guy's I think there all right!

Yoshi: GA! *gets up and steps back* who are you!?!

???: listen we only trying to help you!

Yoshi: what are you doing that's suppose to help me!?!

???: you want your friends don't you?

Yoshi: O.O! where are they!?! Tell me now!!!

???: ok ok. There in that ship of yours still. Am personally repairing it myself but man that thing is beaten
up hard. Even for someone like me it will take quite a while….

Yoshi: take me to them now!

???: ok, I'll take you to your friends. Come with me *starts walking*

Yoshi: ok… *walks too*



30 - his name is slippy

Yoshi: who are you anyway?

???: you can call me slippy.

Yoshi: ok.

*gets there*

Slippy: here we are.

*gummi ship is in horribly terrible shape*

Gummi: *falls over an edge*

Yoshi: O.O!!!!!!

Slippy: *opens the cracked cockpit* ok, here your friends.

Yoshi: Yoh, Shadow, Rachel! And cookie jar!

Yoh: ugh…. Hi Yoshi

Shadow: man that comet did more than I thought

Rachel: where are we?

Slippy: you're in the great fox!

Yoh: great fox?

Slippy: yeah it our ship.

Shadow: what do you mean our ship?

Slippy: as in me and my team mates.

Rachel: so what are you guy's here for?

Slippy: were here to destroy Andross.

Yoshi: who's he?



Slippy: he's a powerfully evil guy. We think he's been using the heartless to destroy people. And even
put them in little ships. So its up to me and my team to stop him.



31 - assigned missions

Rachel: so… how do we get to him?

Slippy: there's only one way.

Shadow: and what's that?

Slippy: by. Ship…

Yoh: we'll just go to ou- *see's it* shoot…

Yoshi: don't you some ships to lend to us?

Slippy: some. I do. *walks* C'mon time to go and help my friends out.

Yoh: ok ^.~

Slippy: here ya go *shows them two arwings and two tanks*

Yoh: cool!

Slippy: this will be your assigned things to do. Yoh and Shadow. You two take the tanks and destroy the
force fields switch. Because of this most of Andross's ships will be weakened. And his force field will be
deactivated in venom. As for Yoshi and Rachel we need you to help my guy's out in venom.

Yoh & shadow: ok

Yoshi & Rachel: ok

*they all go inside*

Slippy: *gets in his ship*

Rob64: ok are you all ready?

Everyone: yes!

Rob64: ok then prepare for launch! *shoots the tanks and arwings out*



32 - attack of sushi

Yoshi & Rachel: *blasts off to go with others*

Yoshi: so are you the rest?

Fox: yeah, we are Slippy told us that your were coming.

Falco: yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah! So is the other two on the ground?!?

Rachel: they should be landing as we speak.

Yoh & Shadow: *lands to ground*

Yoh: ok, lets go find that force field a ma jig Shadow!

Shadow: don't be reckless.

Yoh: ok

*a giant octopus thing comes out*

Shadow: oh no…

Yoh: eeek!!!! Attack of the giant sushi!

Shadow: ya' think!!!!!



33 - now raining sushi

Yoh: *calls slippy* slippy we need help! We need help!

Slippy: don't worry Yoh. It's just a octopus

Yoh: ya! A giant octopus!

Slippy: ok, first thing first. Put those two tanks together so they can fuse, then use a bomb, after that
destroy the shield.

Yoh: *fuses with shadows*

A little boy: mommy what's those two tanks doing?

Mom: don't look sweetie *cover's his eyes*

Shadow: now were fused time to shoots the bomb *shoots*

Octopus: O.O! uh oh….. *blows up*

*rains sushi*

Yoh: awesome raining sushi!!! =^_^=

Shadow: this is seriously ganna smell in the next hour…

Yoh: ok now lets destroy that force field ^_^



34 - to venom!!!

Yoh: ok time to be destroyed! *shoots bomb but it bounces off*

Shadow: wha!?! Where did that thing just go?

*meanwhile in south park*

Kyle: hi Kenny

Kenny: mmff...*gets destroyed by the bomb*

Kyle: OMG!!!! Someone just killed Kenny! Those baberds!

*back with Yoh and Shadow*

Shadow: how can it not be destroyed!?!

Yoh: I don't know… *gets out*

Shadow: what are you doing?

Yoh: CELESTIAL SLASH!!!!! *shoots it out and destroys it* there we go.

Shadow: our work here is done. *gets out walkie talkie to slippy* ok we've destroyed the shields.

Slipper: ok, *calls fox and gang* ok fox! You can now go to venom!

Yoshi: alright time for some action

Rachel: we shall destroy them!

Fox: ok, guys lets go! Ready falco?

Falco: mmmmm… I love you soooo much taffy mmmmmmmm… ugh…. I mean errr… yeah I am ^^;.

*they all go out towards venom*



35 - an ambush O.O

*goes to planets surface*

Falco: ok, guy's no messing up or its your life

Fox: got it

Yoshi: ok, then so where all the enemies?

Rachel: yeah, for something that sounded as seriouse as venom I thought there'd at least be one fleet of
enemies….

Falco: yeah, it to quite

Fox: yeah, even for him….

Yoshi: wait…

Rachel: if there no one and….

Falco: then it must be a O.O….

Fox: AN AMBUSH!!!!!!!!!

*tons of heartless ships beyond your imagination comes out*

Yoshi: oh no….



36 - fight andross

All of them were filled with fright as they all saw the huge numbers of heartless ships. “C'mon! We can't
give up now!” as fox yelled. Then everyone got out and started to destroy those ships. After an hour
Yoshi says “man, they just keep coming >.<!!!!! What are we going to do!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!” fox
accelerated to a huge thing on the ground “you guy's am going in!” said fox. “Don't go by your self!!!!”
as Yoshi followed. “Am not letting you two go by your selves” as Rachel said following Yoshi. “Ugh…
that'd leave me here O.O…. with all these heartless…” as Falco said.



37 - encounter to andross

*goes inside* fox looks out and see' Rachel and Yoshi “what are you two doing here!?! I need to fight
Andross by myself!” as fox said. Yoshi replies “fox don't worry were your friends you shouldn't have to
do things by your self anymore….” “yeah, were your friends fox” as Rachel said while shooting at bad
guys in the way. Fox looks at them and say's “ok ^_^. Wait! This is the last door we are about to fight
Andross!” they go through and encounter Andross.



38 - is this Rachel's demise....

Andross's show's his giant evil face and laughs “whahahahahahaha!!!!” Yoshi smells and says “gosh
dude you really need a mint >.<!” Andross gets mad from the insult and grabs Rachel's ship with his
hands. Yoshi looks and screams “RACHEL!!!!!!” Andross grins and says “your friend shall not make
it!!!” as he screamed and then swallowed Rachel's ship whole.



39 - we shall get revenge

Fox and Yoshi were in pain in the inside. “how can you be so heartless!?!?!?!?!” screamed Yoshi.
Andross laughed upon them and said “don't you see!?! Friends are no more than tools you can use. By
using them for your own self!!!”. fox looked at him with anger “you fiend! I will destroy you as he started
shooting to destroy both his hands. “gaaa!” screamed Andross. “we will get our revenge” as Yoshi
screamed and shot bombs at his eyes. “GAAA!!!!!!!!” screamed him as his face fell apart



40 - true form?

“yes, we have destroyed him fox” smiled Yoshi. Fox looked. “wait I see something!!!” screamed fox.
Yoshi turned his ship back and saw. It was the brain and eyes of Andross. “but how fox!!! How did he
survive!?!” screamed Yoshi. Andross just laughed at them “can't you see?!? This is my true form!!!!”
screamed Andross. “true form” mumbled fox. “now prepare to die!” as Andross scream and grabbed
them with his eyes.



41 - Andross's self sacrifice

Andross was crushing both Yoshi and Fox as he was doing this he says “now fox… you shall be seeing
your dad soon…” Fox looked at him with anger and said “I WILL NOT LOSE TO SOMEONE LIKE
YOU!!!!” as he then shot a bomb at his eyes. “GAAA!!!!!” screamed him. “Good job fox” proclaimed
Yoshi “so fox shall we destroy him?” fox nodded “yes let us annihilate him!” *they both shoots 3 bombs
at him* “GAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!!!!” screamed Andross *is incredibly weak* “gah… I may have
to go down from this life…. But I will take you with me!!!” as he then exploded.



42 - right before the explosion

*right before explosion and him using mind telling powers* “listen my dark night…” as Andross talked “I
am going down tell black doom I am sorry. They were too strong. You should go now.” The black figure
nodded and left.



43 - can this be true?

Fox and Yoshi were going at top speed “I only wish Rachel was here…” as Yoshi said sadly. “What?
Am right here Yoshi ^-^” as Rachel said flying right next to them. “What how did you get out Rachel?”
as fox asked. “Well when he exploded I was able to break free” as Rachel replied. As then they all
where able to get out.



44 - black figure

Everyone: *flies out of venom in top speed and gets inside great fox*

Slippy: you guy's did it!!!!

Yoh: great job!!!!

Rachel: hey wait where Shadow???

Yoh: don't know he just went to the guest room and closed the door.

Yoshi: well I guess its personal business

Fox: yeah, lets go and eat.

*they go out to eat. But then meanwhile with shadow*

dark figure: Andross has been defeated Shadow…

Shadow: I know… it seems that they have the potential to defeat a dark leader.

Dark figure: seems like it.

Shadow: hmm… so how's it going with your dark keyblade?

Black figure: *grins* good as always. Stealing hearts and giving them to the heartless.

Shadow: …

Black figure: well I'll be off. Black doom needs a report.

Shadow: ok…



45 - at the evil guys O.o

Black doom: so… the giant head man was killed?

Black figure: yes, that's what it seems. He said his apologies and exploded.

Black doom: ok then. It only show's that these fools are actually worthy of destroying one of us dark
leaders.

The other dark leaders: hahahahaha!!!!

A dark figure: we shouldn't worry just put out more heartless and that'll get them! HA!!!!

Black doom: yes, but we'll lose many of our soldiers if that doesn't work.

Black figure: he's right.

Black doom: so if all the rest fails to get those fools its up to you to annihilate them. Got it?

Black figure: yes, master… *disappears*



46 - sealed keyhole and a new world

*slippy fixes gummi*

Yoshi: thanks slippy ^_^

Slippy: no problem.

Rachel: ok, now its time for you all to go and lock that key.

Yoh: oh yeah I forgot.

Shadow: *puts everyone in gummi* C'mon I know where it is.

*takes us out somewhere*

Yoshi: whoa! This is where it was?!?

Shadow: yes, on that's shooting star… *it shows the keyhole*

Yoh: ok, guy's get ready!

*they all shoot the light and locks the keyhole*

Rachel: yet, another world is safe from the heartless

Shadow: …

Yoshi: *sends transmission* sorry guy's but now we need to leave.

Fox: ok, take care

*they leave into gummi space*

Yoh: that was one heck of an adventure ^_^.

Rachel: yup, lets see where we need to go now.

Shadow: how about there? *points*

Yoshi: sure lets go!

*they go off to land*



47 - a strange alien

*lands*

Yoh: whoa. This place looks like a city

Shadow: it is a city

Rachel: he's right Yoh

Yoshi: C'mon lets go!

*tons of heartless appear*

Yoshi: heartless!!! *they all get out their weapons*

Yoh: time to di-

*green stars shoots out to destroy them*

Shadow: what the!?!

???: are you one of us or one of them?

Yoh: you mean the heartless?

???: yes, the heartless of what you speak.

Rachel: ok, she's all talking fragmented English O.o

Yoshi: who are you? And are you even on a team?

Starfire: I am Starfire. I am with the teen titans.

Yoh: who are the teen titans?

Starfire: my team mates we protect the city

*takes them*



48 - a big misunderstanding

*takes us in*

Starfire: I will go now. I need to check for more of the heartless.

Yoh: ok. *lays on couch* seems roomy ^-^

Rachel: yup

Yoshi: *gets stuff from fridge*

Robin: *see's us* titans go!!!

Everyone: O.O! wha…

Robin: *throws a goo disk*

Everyone: *gets stuck*

Yoshi: what did we ever do :'(?

Cyborg: *ties us up* now tell us

Beast boy: yeah

Raven: tell us where are the heartless coming from!?!
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